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Digital RMG Factory Mapping
in Bangladesh (DRFM-B)
http://ced.bracu.ac.bd/
DRFM-B is aimed at mapping of the ready-made garment (RMG) factories in Bangladesh. According
to the nation’s “Digital Bangladesh Vision 2021”, the RMG sector needs to align itself to the mandated
digitization of every sector. However, challenges remain across industry with the lack of comprehensive industry-wide data on the number of factories, their locations, number of workers, and
much more. It is the first initiative of its kind, as it will provide a detailed industry-wide database of
factories on an interactive, digital map. This new platform will be publicly accessible in order to
catalyse transparency and bring about meaningful industry improvements.

BACKGROUND
The ready-made garment (RMG) sector in Bangladesh has been growing at an average of 7% annually
and estimated to double in size by 2020. However,
the sector lacks basic credible data such as the
actual number of factories and workers, factory locations, and brands active in each factory. Often clothing brands themselves are not able to verify each
factory that produces their garments and there is no
way for the public to know where their garments are
produced.
At present, worker safety has much improved and the
industry has moved towards greater transparency
through the Accord and the Alliance initiatives.
Around 2,300 Bangladeshi RMG factories are listed
on the Accord and Alliance websites, along with ﬁre
and building safety inspection reports. Despite these
eﬀorts, this accounts for only a portion of all apparel
factories in Bangladesh.

PROJECT DETAILS
This proposed 4-year (2017-2020) project to be implemented by BRAC University’s Centre for Entrepreneurship Development (CED) is a scale-up of the
initial C&A Foundation-funded pilot which focused on
two sub-districts. This beta version of the map and
pilot results were shared with stakeholders, including
trade unions, donors, brands, civil society organizations, and the BGMEA (Bangladesh Garments Manufacturers & Exporters Association) who are strongly
supportive of the project’s expansion.
Incorporating the learning from the pilot phase, this
project will map RMG factories across all 20
garment-producing districts (104 “thanas” or sub-districts) in Bangladesh, including direct and indirect
exporters, and local manufacturers. The data will be
collected using the census method. This live map will
be updated with real-time data on a continual basis.

Due to the absence of comprehensive, credible,
public data, debates1 (e.g. NYU Stern v. Penn State
CGWR) and misconceptions have arisen across the
industry’s key stakeholders. Major concerns regarding the industry’s complex supply chain, especially
indirect sourcing, authentic factory data, infrastructural standards, health and safety compliance, labour
practices,
working
conditions,
transparency,
accountability, amongst others, have emerged largely after the tragic incidents of the Tazreen factory ﬁre
and Rana Plaza collapse. These unfortunate events
severely damaged the reputation of “Made in Bangladesh”.
Figure 1: Snapshot of the mapping application
developed during planning phase
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Source: http://www.stern.nyu.edu/experience-stern/faculty-research/cbhr-bangladesh-mapping-project, and http://lser.la.psu.edu/gwr/

Data featured will include the following:
1. Factory name/address/GPS location

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

▪ After collection and initial veriﬁcation, data will
be entered into an online map available for the public

2. Operational status of factories (active/inactive/shut down, etc.)

to use

3. Registration status of factories [Registered
with/member of BGMEA/BKMEA/Export Promotion Bureau (EPB), etc.]

the 20 districts (during approximately 30 months)

4. Type of production (production capacity, if
applicable)
5. Type of factory building structure (shared,
standalone, etc.)
6. Number of workers (with male-female ratio)
7. Zone/countries where products are exported
8. Major buyers/brands working with a particular
factory

▪ Conduct ﬁeld survey of RMG factories across
▪ Enter the collected data into interactive, public,
web based platform (the map)

▪ Formation of a Project Advisory Committee
(PAC) including representatives from civil society
groups, Trade Unions, GoB, industry associations,
etc.;

▪ Establish the process and incentives for stakeholders (workers, brands, industry associations, government, etc.) to access, verify, notify BRAC University of updates and discrepancies, and use the infor-

9. Distance of the nearest hospitals and ﬁre
service stations

mation;

10. Workers Participatory Committee (WPC),
Safety Committee, etc.

promote continuous improvement through stake-

11. Aﬃliation with and information on having
trade unions, and
12. Certiﬁcations [National Action Plan (NAP),
Accord, Alliance, ISO, OEKO-TEX, LEED, WRAP,
SEDEX, etc.]

Figure 2: Project implementation approach at a glance

▪ Launch the platform with stakeholders and
holders’ feedback.
Over the long term, the data updating and veriﬁcation
unit will be the most important unit of the project, but
will be much smaller and less costly than the initial
“army” of ﬁeld surveyors collecting data.

Figure 3: Snapshot of factory dashboard

BRAC University understands that the biggest challenge is keeping the data fresh and accurate. Over
the long-term, most energy will be focused on
collecting updated data and verifying it. Given the
enthusiasm of stakeholder groups to participate in
the meetings on the pilot project, and rapid technology expansion in Bangladesh with more and more
people (including workers) having access to more
sophisticated mobile phones, and a multi-stakeholder Project Advisory Committee, BRAC University
intends to address updating issues through
crowd-sourcing and veriﬁcation.
EXPECTED IMPACT
The key target impact the project seeks to achieve is
the launch of a public disclosure and transparency
mechanism used by the RMG industry of Bangladesh;
this will be ﬁrst ever project to digitally map the entire
sector and provide an opportunity to understand the
universe of indirect suppliers.
The unique output of the proposed scale up of the
project is its potential to inform the creation of a comprehensive, geographical map of the entire universe
of RMG factories in Bangladesh (both listed & unlisted), the number of workers engaged in these factories, and which brands are procuring goods from
these factories.
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Figure 4: MoU signing between BGMEA and BRACU

EXIT STRATEGY
If the map is successfully launched, BRACU may
explore advertisements or user fees to secure
longer-term ﬁnancial sustainability. In addition, given
the strong partnership with BGMEA, after the initial
phase, there could be an option to monetise the
public good feature of the project by charging brands
who use the information. Beyond the project period,
building on the public good nature of the map, stakeholders may also use this tool for other purposes.
PARTNERS
Major funding will be provided by C&A Foundation.
Other partners in the project include the Bangladesh
Garments Manufacturers & Exporters Association
(BGMEA), Centre for Gender & Social Transformation
(CGST) of BRACU, and civil society groups. An MoU
was signed with BGMEA recently for cooperation on
the project.
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Centre for Entrepreneurship Development (CED) of BRAC University started its journey in April 2011 with the intention to encourage Bangladeshi entrepreneurs through engendering of entrepreneurial knowledge and skill. It strives
to engage promising Bangladeshi entrepreneurs in innovative thinking, and facilitates the development and expansion of their ideas by building critical entrepreneurial expertise and networks. CED is committed to the qualitative
improvement of entrepreneurship in Bangladesh and thereby the country’s overall socio-economic development.
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